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w  .In this paper we extend the results of Cheng J. Math. Econom. 20 1991 ,
x w  . x137]152 and Brown and Werner Re¨ . Economic Studies 62 1995 , 101]114 on
the existence of equilibrium in infinite dimensional asset markets. We do not
assume that each agent's preferred sets have a uniform direction of improvement,
but assume that the preferred sets of attainable allocations have nonempty interi-
ors. We then deduce existence theorems for asset markets without short-selling
and for the capital asset pricing model. Q 1997 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
 . w xThe capital asset pricing model CAPM model of Sharpe 20 and
w xLintner 14 was the first model of equilibrium with consumption sets
unbounded below. While the implications of the model the ``mutual fund''
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.result and the ``beta law'' were widely used in finance, the problem of the
existence of an equilibrium itself was ignored. Existence results were
w x w xobtained only a few years ago by Nielsen 18, 19 and Allingham 2 .
The first finite dimensional equilibrium existence results when consump-
w xtion sets are unbounded below were proved by Hart 13 and were proved
w x w xin a temporary equilibrium context by Green 12 and Grandmont 11 .
w x w x w xMuch later, Chichilnisky and Heal 7 , Werner 21 , and Nielsen 17
reconsidered the problem. Chichilnisky and Heal used the Negishi method.
Werner gave an existence result based on a generalisation of
Gale]Nikaido]Debreu's lemma under the assumption that there was at
least one price for which there was ``absence of arbitrage opportunity'' for
all agents. Nielsen, who makes fairly weak hypotheses on preferences,
obtained a very general result under the assumption that agents' directions
of improvement were ``positively semi-independent.'' This assumption was
w xintroduced by Hart 13 .
In the infinite dimensional case, when the consumption sets are not
assumed to be bounded below, we mention three existence results based
w x w xon Negishi's method: Chichilnisky and Heal 7 , Cheng 4 and Brown and
w xWerner 3 .
The aim of this paper is to prove the existence of a competitive
equilibrium in infinite dimensional commodity spaces under conditions
which are slightly more general than those of the existence results already
in the literature. We do not assume that each agent's preferred sets have a
uniform direction of improvement; we assume that preferred sets of
attainable allocations have nonempty interiors.
To show the usefulness of results we provide two applications: one to
economies without short-selling and a second one to the CAPM model,
which is used frequently in finance.
Indeed, we first deduce from our result an existence theorem when the
consumption sets are the positive orthant of a locally convex solid Riesz
space and the total endowment is strictly positive. This result improves
w xTheorem 10.1 of Mas-Colell and Zame 16 . We make a local nonsatiation
assumption instead of a uniform direction of improvement assumption for
the attainable allocations. This assumption can be viewed as a weaker form
w xof the F-properness condition in Mas-Colell and Zame 16 . For the
commodity spaces where the positive orthant has an empty interior we can
not apply directly our main result. We then use the same trick as Mas-Colell
w xand Zame 16 . We consider an economy restricted to the order ideal
generated by the total resource, which is dense in the initial consumption
space. In this economy, the positive orthant of the order ideal has a
nonempty interior for its lattice norm. One can therefore apply the first
main result to get a quasiequilibrium. By the F-properness of every utility
function, the quasiequilibrium price may be extended to a continuous
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linear form in the initial topology and we obtain a quasiequilibrium for the
initial economy. We would like to mention that F-properness is, in
w xgeneral, not comparable with the properness defined by Mas-Colell 15 ;
this latter is equivalent to the cone condition of Chichilnisky and Kalman
w x .8 .
From this second result one deduces another existence result when the
consumption sets are the positive orthant of a locally convex solid Riesz
space but the total endowment is not assumed to be strictly positive. The
counterpart is to assume that the consumption space and its dual form a
symmetric dual system and the utilities are uniformly proper.
Finally, we get existence theorems for the CAPM with an infinite
number of assets with or without a riskless asset. In the latter case, the
agents have satiation points.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 1, we present the model
and its assumptions. In Section 2, we give some criteria for the closedness
and boundedness assumptions. The main result and its proof are given in
Section 3. Sections 4 and 5 are devoted to applications, equilibrium
without short-selling, and the CAPM. In Section 6, we compare our results
w x w x w xwith those of Mas-Colell 15 , Mas-Colell and Zame 16 , Cheng 4 ,
w x w xChichilnisky and Heal 7 , and Brown and Werner 3 .
1. THE MODEL
We consider an exchange economy with commodity space E. The space
E is assumed to be a Hausdorff locally convex topological vector space.
There are m consumers. Each consumer i is described by a consumption
set X ; E, an initial endowment e , and a preference relation which isi i
mrepresented by a utility function u : X ª R. Let e s  e be the totali i is1 i
 .endowment. An allocation is an m-tuple x s x , . . . , x with x g X , ; i.1 m i i
mIt is attainable if  x s e. It is indi¨ idually rational attainable if it isis1 i
 .  .attainable and if u x G u e , ; i. Let A denote the set of all individu-i i i i
ally rational attainable allocations. We normalize the utility functions by
 .requiring u e s 0, ; i.i i
 .An allocation x is weakly optimal W.O. if x g A and if there does not
 X .  .exist another x9 g A such that u x ) u x for every i. We denote by Fi i i i
 .the set of weakly optimal allocations. x is Pareto optimal P.O. if x g A
 X .  .  X .and if there exists no x9 g A such that u x G u x , ; i, and u x )i i i i j j
 .u x for some j. The utility set U is defined asj j
m <U s z , . . . , z g R ' x g A s.t. u x G z , ; i . 4 .  .1 m q i i i
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For x g X , define the preferred set of x :i i i
X < XP x s x g X u x ) u x . 4 .  .  .i i i i i i i i
 .x is a satiation point if X if P x s f.i i i i
Let E9 denote the topological dual of E. A quasiequilibrium is a couple
 .x, p such that:
 .  4i x g A, p g E9 _ 0 ;
 .ii px s pe , ; i;i i
 .  X .  . Xiii u x ) u x « px G pe .i i i i i i
 .  .  .  .An equilibrium is a couple x, p which satisfies i , ii , and iii :
 X .  . Xu x ) u x « px ) pe .i i i i i i
 .It is well known that a quasiequilibrium x, p is an equilibrium if ; i,
px ) inf pX .i i
The Assumptions
We make the following assumptions:
H1. X is closed, convex, and nonempty for every i s 1, . . . , m.i
H2. e g X , ; i.i i
H3. u is strictly quasiconcave, ; i.i
H4. U is closed.
H5. U is bounded.
 .  .  .H6. If x s x , . . . , x g A, then ; i, P x / f and int P x / f.1 m i i 1 1
2. CRITERIA FOR CLOSEDNESS AND BOUNDEDNESS
OF U
Let us recall that H5 is verified if, ; i, X is the positive orthant of ai
topological lattice.
PROPOSITION 1. Assume that X s E , ; i, where E is an ordered topo-i q
 .  .logical lattice and that x F y implies u x F u y for e¨ery i. Then H5 isi i
¨erified.
Even if the X are unbounded below, H5 may be verified as shown ini
the next propositions.
PROPOSITION 2. Assume there exists p g E9 such that
 .  .  .a ; i, 'b g R such that u x G u e implies px G b;i i i i
 .  .b ; i, if x g E is such that lim u x s q`, then px ª q`.n n i n n
Then H5 is ¨erified.
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 .Proof. Let z s z , . . . , z g U. There exists an x g A such that1 m
m .  .u x G z , ; i. Since p x s pe, a implies that px F pe y  b . Ifi i i is1 i i j/ i j
n  n. n  .z ª `, then u x ª q` implying that px ª q` by b and we obtaini i i i
a contradiction.
Let us given an example of an application of Proposition 2.
 . p .EXAMPLE 1. Let V, A, m be a probability space. Let H : L m with
p s 1, . . . , q`, be a closed convex subset. Assume that x g H and a g R.
 .   ..  .Let u x s H¨ x s dm s , where ¨ : R ª R is strictly concave, strictlyi i i
X .  .increasing. Assume ¨ a exists and that u x - q`, ; x g H. Then wei i
have
¨ X a x s m ds G u x y u a . .  .  .  .  .Hi i i
 .  .  .  .Thus the price p: x ª Hx s dm s fulfills a and b .
 .Let us recall the following result. Let u s sup u x .i x g X ii
 .An ``arbitrage opportunity'' for agent i with respect to p is a sequence
 4  .x g E such that ;n, e q x g X , lim u e q x s u , and lim pxÃ Ã Ã Ãn i n i n i i n i n n
F 0. A price system is ``arbitrage-free for agent i if there is no arbitrage
opportunity for this agent. An economy is arbitrage-free if there exists a
price system which is arbitrage-free for every consumer. In this context
one has the following result:
 w x.PROPOSITION 3 Brown and Werner 3 . Assume H1]H3. If p is
 .  .arbitrage-free for e¨ery consumer, then p fulfills a and b of Proposition 2.
Thus H5 is satisfied.
Last, assume that E s Rl and that agents' utilities are strictly concave. xÃ
 .  .is ``useful'' for agent i if u x q x G u x , ; x g X . Let W denote the setÃi i i i
of useful consumption bundles for agent i. W is a closed convex cone. Ifi
preferences are monotone, then W = Rl and if X is bounded below,i q i
then W : Rl .i q
We say that p verifies ``absence of free lunch for i'' if px ) 0, ; x g W ,Ã Ã i
x / 0. Let S denote the set of prices which verify absence of free lunchÃ i
0  < 4for i. Let W s p px F 0, ; x g W denote the polar of W . Hence ySi i i i
is the interior of W 0.i
PROPOSITION 4. Assume E s Rl and H1]H3. Then F m S / f m H4is1 i
and H5 hold.
Proof. Assume first F m S / f. Let us show that A is compact. A isis1 i
clearly closed and convex. Its asymptotic cone A for a definition, see,`
w x.e.g., Brown and Werner 3 is
m m
<A s x g X x g W and x s 0 .F ` i i i i 5
is1 is1
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 4 mIf A / 0 and if x g A and x / 0, then px ) 0, ; i with p g F S ,` ` i is1 i
m  4contradicting  x s 0. Thus A s 0 and A is compact. Since u isis1 i ` i
continuous for every i, U is compact.
 .ii Conversely, assume that U is closed and bounded. Let a belong to
m the unit simplex of R with a ) 0, ; i. Let u be a solution to max  a z;i i i
4  .z g U . There exists x g A such that ; i, u s u x . Hence, there doesi i i
not exist x g m W with m x s 0, and m y W is closed, containsÃ Ãis1 i is1 i is1 i
 m 0.0 m m 0no line, and F y W s  y W . Therefore F y W has ais1 i is1 i is1 i
mnonempty interior. Equivalently F S / f.is1 i
Let us make some additional remarks:
 .a We say that p is ``viable'' for agent i if his demand at p exists. It
may easily be proven that if E s Rl, p is ``viable'' for agent i iff p g S .i
Thus the hypothesis F m S / f is equivalent to the existence of ais1 i
price which is viable for every agent.
 .b We recall that the notion of absence of free lunch is more
 wrestrictive than the notion of arbitrage-free see Brown and Werner 3,
x.Proposition 1 .
 . w xc Chichilnisky 6 introduced the notion of limited arbitrage and
showed that it is necessary and sufficient for the existence of a competitive
equilibrium when the consumption spaces are Rl or Rl .q
The hypothesis which is hard to verify is H4. We quote two results:
w xChichilnisky and Heal and Cheng. Chichilnisky and Heal 7 gave a
condition, called nonarbitrage, on the set of feasible allocations which
ensures that the assumptions of the following proposition are satisfied.
 w x.PROPOSITION 5 Chichilnisky and Heal 7 . Assume that E is a reflexi¨ e
Banach space and X s E, ; i. Assume moreo¨er:i
 .a A is norm bounded,
 .b u is norm continuous and conca¨e.i
Then H4 and H5 are fulfilled.
 4Proof. Obviously, H5 is satisfied. We prove that H4 holds. Let z g Un
n  n.converge to z. There exists x g A such that u x G z , ; i. Since A isi i i
convex, norm closed, and norm bounded, it is weakly compact. Since u isi
norm continuous and concave, it is weakly upper semicontinuous. Thus
n s nk k .  .there exists a converging subsequence x ª x and u x G lim u xi i i i
G z , ; i. Thus z g U.i
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 w x.PROPOSITION 6 Cheng 4 . Assume:
 . p .a X s L m , ; i, where m is a finite measure and 1 F p F `,i
 .  .   ..  .b ; i, u x s HU x s dm s with U : R ª R, strictly increasing,i i i
  ..  . p .strictly conca¨e, and HU x s dm s g R, ; x g L m .i
Then U ¨erifies H4 and H5.
Proof. It follows from Proposition 2 and Example 1 that H5 holds. The
w xoriginal proof of H4, which is long and delicate, can be found in Cheng 4 .
w xAn alternate proof may be found in Dana and Le Van 10 .
Under the above hypotheses and the assumption that e is not W.O.,
w x r .Cheng 4 showed that if for at least one agent, i, lim U x s q`X ªy` i
 r .U is the right derivative of U , then A is not p-norm bounded. So ini i
 .that case hypothesis a of Proposition 5 is not fulfilled. Dana and Le Van
showed that, nonetheless, the set of individually rational P.O. utilities is
compact.
3. MAIN RESULT
THEOREM 1. Assume H1]H6. Then there exists a quasiequilibrium.
Proof. The proof will be done in several steps. Throughout this section
 .we assume that e s e , . . . , e is not weakly optimal. This assumption is1 m
 4not restrictive since if e is W.O., then there exists p g E9 _ 0 such that
 .  w x.e, p is a quasiequilibrium see, e.g., Cheng 4 .
LEMMA 1. Assume H4 and H5. Then U is compact with nonempty
interior.
Proof. U is obviously compact. Its interior is nonempty since e is not
W.O.
Let D be the unit simplex of Rm, i.e.,
m
m <D s s g R s s 1 ,q i 5
is1
and let f : D ª R be defined byq
<s g D ª f s s max a g R a s g U . 4 . q
 .Since U has a nonempty interior, f s ) 0 for every s g D.
LEMMA 2. Assume H1]H5. If x g A and if there exists an s g D such
 .  .that u x G f s s , ; i, then x is weakly optimal.i i i
 .  .Con¨ersely, for e¨ery s g D, there exists an x g A such that u x G f s s ,i i i
; i.
The proof is obvious.
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By Lemma 2, one can define
<s g D ª H s s x g A u x G f s s , ; i . 4 .  .  .i i i
Remark 1. Assume H1]H6. If ; i, X s E and if the u are continuous,i i
then there is identity between W.O. and P.O. allocations. One can easily
 .check that, in this case, x is P.O. iff x g H s for some s g D.
 .LEMMA 3. Assume H4 and H5. Then f is upper semicontinuous u.s.c.
The proof is obvious.
 .Remark 2. If U is convex which is true when the u are concave , theni
n  n.f is continuous. Indeed, let s g D ª s and f s ª a . Since U is closed,
 .  .a s g U and, hence, a F f s . Assume a - f s . From Lemma 1, there
exists W g U with W ) 0, ; i.i
g  .  . x wDefine W s 1 y g f s s q gW, for g g 0, 1 . For g sufficiently close to
0, one has
a s - Wg , ; i ,i i
 n. n g gand therefore f s s - W , ; i, for n sufficiently large. Since W g U wei i
 n.have a contradiction with the definition of f s .
We remark that this proof does not require the continuity of the utility
w xfunction u as in Cheng 4 . One only needs that U is compact, convex, andi
comprehensive, i.e.,
¨ g U and 0 F ¨ 9 F ¨ « ¨ 9 g U,
and that U contains an element W with W ) 0, ; i.i
LEMMA 4. There exists an con¨ex symmetric open set V of E, such that,
 . mfor e¨ery x g A, there exists W , . . . , W g E which ¨erifiesÃ 1 m
;s g D , ; i , u x q W ) f s s . .Ãi i i i
and
u x q W q z ) f s s , ;z g V . . .Ã1 1 1 1
Proof. Fix i. Let s9 g D and x9 g A be such that
X X <u x G f s9 s s max f s s s g D . 4 .  .  .i i i i
For H6, there exists ¨ 9 and a convex symmetric open set V such that if
 X X .  X .  .  Xi / 1, then u x q ¨ ) u x G f s s , ;s g D, and if i s 1, then u xi i i i i i 1 1
X .  X .  .q ¨ q z ) u x G f s s , ;s g D, ;z g V. Let x g A and define forÃ1 1 1 1
X Xevery i, W by x q W s x q ¨ . The proof is complete.i i i i i
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 .DEFINITION 1. Choose x g A and let W , . . . , W and V be defined asÃ 1 m
in Lemma 4. Define W s  W andi i
Ä < < < 4P s p g E9 pz F 1, ;z g V and pW s 1 .
LEMMA 5.
Ä .  .i P is con¨ex, s E9, E -compact, and nonempty.
Ä .ii ;s g D, 'p g P such that
; x , u x G f s s , ; i s 1, . . . , m « p x G pe. .  . i i i i
i
Proof. Let s g D. Define
<; i , p s s x g X u x ) f s s 4 .  .  .i i i i
 .  .and G s s  p s y e. From Lemma 4 and Definition 1,i i
u x q W ) f s s , ; i . .Ãi i i i
and
u x q W q z ) f s s , ;z g V . . Ã1 1 1 1
 .Hence W q V ; G s .
 .  4From the very definition of f , 0 f G s . Thus, there exists p g E9 _ 0
such that
p z G pe, ;z with u z G f s s , ; i . .  . i i i i
i
 .  .  < 4Let x with u x G f s s , ; i, and let I s i x is not a satiation point .i i i i
 .For i g I, from H3, there exists ¨ x such thati i
x w;a g 0, 1 , u x q a ¨ x ) f s s . .  . .i i i i i
 .  .From Lemma 2, there exists y g A verifying u y G f s s , ; i, andi i i
 .from H6, y is not a satiation point for any i. Hence, for i f I, u x )i i i
 .  .u y G f s s .i i i
Define
x q a ¨ x , for i g I , .i i iXx si  x , for i f I.i
X  .Then  x y e g G s and thereforei i
p x q a p ? ¨ x G pe. . i i i
i igI
 .Letting a ª 0, we obtain p x G pe, and statement ii has been proved.i i
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 .Since W q V ; G s , we have
< <pW ) 0 and pz F p ? W , ;z g V .
ÄNormalize pW s 1. P is therefore nonempty. Obviously it is convex. It is
weakly compact by Alaoglu's theorem.
Define
Ä<P s s p g P u x G f s s , ; i « p x G pe . .  .  . i i i i 5
i
LEMMA 6.
;p g P s , ; i , ; x g X , u x G f s s « px G px s , ; x s g H s . .  .  .  .i i i i i i i
 .  s. s  . sIn particular, ; i, u x G u x with x g H s « px G px .i i i i i i
 .  . s  .Proof. Let x g X with u x G f s s and let x g H s . Definei i i i i
xX s x s , ; j / i ,j j
xX s x .i i
X s s .Let p g P s . Then p x G pe s p x and, hence, px G px .j j j j i i
s  .Let s g D, x g H s , and define
m < sf s s y , . . . , y g R y s p e y x , ; i , with p g P s . 4 .  .  . .1 m i i i
LEMMA 7.
 .i f is con¨ex uniformly bounded ¨alued.
 .ii f has a closed graph.
Ä .  .  .Proof. i P s is convex since P is convex and therefore f s is
convex.
 .  < . 4Now, ; i, let x g X such that u x G max u u , . . . , u g U . Fromi i i i 1 1 m
s s .Lemma 6, px G px , ; i, ;p g P s . Since pe s  px , we havei i i i
s spx s pe y px G pe y p ? x G B i j j
j/i j/i
Ä  .since p g P which is s E9, E -compact. Then
s s< < < <p e y x F p ? e q p ? x .i i i i
< < < <F max p ? e q p ? x q B. 41 i
ÄpgP
 . n n n  n.ii Let y s lim y , s s lim s with y g f s , ;n. We have p gn
n Ä s Ä .P s ; P. Hence p ª p g P.n
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 s.From H6 and H3, there exists ¨ x such thati i
x w s s s;a g 0, 1 , u x q a ¨ x ) u x G f s s , ; i . . .  . .i i i i i i i
The function f being u.s.c.,
u x s q a ¨ x s ) f sn sn , ; i , ;n large enough. . . .i i i i i
From Lemma 6,
p x s q a ¨ x s G p x sn s p e y y n . .n i i i n i n i i
and
p x s q a ¨ x s G pe y y . . .i i i i i
s sLet a ª 0. This gives px G pe y y . Since  x s e and  y s 0, wei i i i i i i
have, ; i, px s s pe y y .i i i
 .  .  .We now prove that p g P s . Let x with u x G f s s , ; i, and leti i i
 < 4  .I s i x is not a satiation point . For i g I, from H3, there exists ¨ xi i i
x w   ..  .such that ;a g 0, 1 , u x q a ¨ x ) f s s .i i i i i
From Lemma 2, there exists x9 g A such that
u xX G f s s , ; i . .  .i i i
From H6, xX is not a satiation point for any i. In particular, i f I «i
 .  X .  .u x ) u x G f s s .i i i i i
Since f is u.s.c. for every n large enough.
u x q a ¨ x ) f sn sn , ; i g I , .  . .i i i i
and
u x ) f sn sn , ; i f I. .  .i i i
 n.Since p g P s we haven
m




x wp x q a p ? ¨ x G p ? e, for every a g 0, 1 . . i i i
is1 igI
mHence p x G pe.is1 i
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Final Step
First we verify that f fulfills the boundary conditions. Indeed, s s 0 «i
 .  . sf s s s 0 s u e . Thus, from Lemma 6, pe G px « y G 0. Therefore,i i i i i i
 .from the generalized Kakutani theory, there exists s g D with 0 g f s ,
s s .i.e., there exists p g P s , x g D verifying px s pe , ; i, andi i
s su x G u x « px G px . .  .i i i i i i
 .In other words, x, p is a quasiequilibrium.
4. APPLICATION 1: EQUILIBRIUM
WITHOUT SHORT-SELLING
In this section the commodity space E is a topological locally convex
solid Riesz space. Its positive orthant E is closed and convex. Forq
x g E , we defineq
< < < 4I x s y g E y F l x for some l ) 0 . .
Let us recall the following definitions. p g E9 is said to be positive if
 .px G 0, ; x g E , and x is strictly positive x 4 0 if px ) 0 for every pq
positive and nonnull. We have the following important result: If x is
 . strictly positive, then I x is dense in E see Aliprantis, Brown, and
w x.Burkinshaw 1 .
We make the following assumptions:
A1. ; i, X s E ;i q
A2. e g E , ; i; e s  e is strictly positive;i q i i
A3. u is strictly quasiconcave and continuous from E into R;i q
A4. U is closed;
A5. U is bounded;
 .  .A6. F-properness : If x s x , . . . , x g F, then, for every i, there1 m
exists an open neighborhood of 0, W , and a vector ¨ g E such thati i q
x w;l g 0, 1 , u x q l ¨ q z ) u x .  . .i i i i i
if z g W and if x q l ¨ q z g E . .i i i q
 .We say that ¨ , W are the properness constants of u at x .i i i i
LEMMA 8. Let x g F, let « g E, and « 4 0. Then for e¨ery i, one can
 .  .  .choose the properness constants ¨ , W of u at x such that I ¨ s I « .i i i i i
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 .  .Proof. i One can assume W convex and solid. Since I « is dense ini
1E, there exists ¨ such that ¨ g ¨ q W .Ã Ãi i i i2
1 .We claim that ¨ , W are properness constants of u at x . Indeed, letÃi i i i2
1 . x xx q l ¨ q z G 0 with l g 0, 1 , z g W . SinceÃi i i2
x q l ¨ q z s x q l¨ q l ¨ y ¨ q z .  .Ã Ãi i i i i i
and
1 1¨ y ¨ q z g W q W s W , .Ãi i i i i2 2
we have
u x q l ¨ q z ) u x  . .Ãi i i i
and the claim is proved.
1 X .ii Let u ) 0 be sufficiently small such that u« g W . Define ¨ s ¨ qÃi i i4
X  .  X.  .u« . We have u« F ¨ F l q u « for some l ) 0 and hence I ¨ s I « .i i
X 1 .We claim now that ¨ , W are properness constants of u at x .i i i i4
X 1 . x wIndeed, let x q l ¨ q z G 0 with l g 0, 1 and z g W . Sincei i i4
x q l ¨ X q z s x q l ¨ q u« q z .  .Ãi i i i
and
1 1 1u« q z g W q W s W ,i i i4 4 2
 .from i we have
u x q l ¨ X q z ) u x . .  . .i i i i
The proof of the lemma is now complete.
Remark 3. Assumption A6 is weaker than the F-properness mentioned
w xin Mas-Colell and Zame 16 . One can also observe that, since u is strictlyi
quasiconcave, this condition is the reformulation of assumption H6 non-
.satiation of Theorem 1 when int E is empty.q
We state now:
THEOREM 2. Assume A1]A6. There exists a quasiequilibrium.
Proof. The proof will be done in two steps. First, from Lemma 8, one
 .  .can assume I ¨ s I e ; i.i
Step 1. We shall prove there exists a quasiequilibrium for the economy
 .with I e as the commodity space. The consumption set for an agent i is
 .  .I e s E l I e . The set of individually rational attainable allocations ofq q
this economy is equal to A, and hence the utility set is U. Thus, assump-
tion H1]H5 of Theorem 1 are satisfied.
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 .Let us check now assumption H6 of Theorem 1. We shall endow I e
with the norm
5 5 < < < 4x s inf l ) 0 x F le .e
 .Since E is solid, every neighborhood of 0 with the initial topology of E
 .  5 5 .contains a neighborhood of 0 in I e with the norm .e
Consider the open set W of assumption A6. There exists an openi
 .  .  .neighborhood of 0 in I e , V , which is contained in W . Since I ¨ s I e ,i i i
w xone can choose V such that ¨ q V ; le, me for some l ) 0, m ) 0,i i i
and therefore x q ¨ q z g E , ;z g V . Hence, H6 of Theorem 1 isi i q i
verified.
 .One concludes there exists a quasiequilibrium x*, p* of the economy
 .  . w  .with I e as commodity set and p* g I e 9 the dual of I e with theq
5 5 xnorm .e
Step 2. We shall prove that p* is continuous in the initial topology and
 .has an extension p g E9 such that x*, p is a quasiequilibrium for theÃ Ã
initial economy.
Denote by W U and ¨U the open sets and the vectors associated with x*i i
by assumption A6.
Without loss of generality, assume W U symmetric and solid. Let W * si
Um  .F W . We first prove that p* is bounded on W * l I e . Let y g W *is1 i q
 .l I e . There exists l ) 1 such that 0 F y F le.q
U U U .  .Define z s 1rl y F e s  x . One has  x y z q 1rl  ¨ G 0,i i i i i i
U  .since ¨ is positive. By the Riesz decomposition, there exists z , . . . , zi 1 m
verifying
1
U Uz s z , 0 F z F x q ¨ , ; i . i i i ili
 .  .Since 0 F z F z s 1rl , y g 1rl W * and W * is solid, one has z gi i
 .1rl W *, ; i. From A6,
1
U U Uu x q ¨ y l z ) u x , ; i , .  .i i i i i i /l
and
pU ¨U G pU y. i
i
U  . U .Since ; i, x q 1rl ¨ q l z G 0, we have alsoi i i
1
U U Uu x q ¨ q l z G u x , ; i , .  .i i i i i i /l
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and
pU ¨U G ypU ? y. i
i
q y .  .Now, let y g W * l I e . y and y belong to W * l I e and p*y sq
Uq y  .p*y y p*y F 2 p* ¨ . p* is bounded above in W * l I e and is there-i i
 .fore continuous on I e with the initial topology.
 .Since I e is dense in E, p* has a unique extension p g E9. LetÃ
 .  U .  X 4x9 g E verify u x9 ) u x . Let x be a sequence of positive ele-q i i i n
ments of E which converge to x9 for the initial topology. One hasq
 X .  U .u x ) u x for n large enough, because u is continuous. Thereforei n i i i
X U  .px G px and px9 G px s pe . In other words, x*, p is a quasiequilib-Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãn i i i
rium.
DEFINITION. The utility function u is said to be uniformly proper on ai
subset B of E if it verifies A6 for every x g B and if the propernessq
 .constants ¨ , W are independent of x.i i
THEOREM 3. Assume A1, A3, and
 .i ; i, e g E ,i q
 .  :ii E, E9 is a symmetric dual system,
 . w xiii ; i, u is uniformly proper on 0, e q u « , where u ) 0, « isi 0 0
strictly positi¨ e in E, and e F « .
Then there exists a quasiequilibrium.
 :Proof. Since E, E9 is a symmetric dual system, every order interval is
 w x.weakly compact see Aliprantis, Brown, and Burkinshaw 1, p. 102 . The ui
being weakly upper semicontinuous, U is compact, i.e., A4 and A5 are
x xfulfilled. Let u g 0, u . Consider the economy with the initial resources0
defined as follows:
u
ue s e q « , ; i .i i m
u u u .  .  .Let e s  e and W s F W . Then, ; i, I ¨ s I e s I « .i i i i i
From Theorem 2, for every u , there exists a quasiequilibrium
  .  ..x* u , p* u which verifies
U; i , x u g 0, u q 1 « .  .i 0
and
p* u z F p* u ¨ s 1, ;z g W .  .  i
i
 .see Step 2 of the proof of Theorem 2 .
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 .  4From Alaoglu's theorem, p* u converges weakly to p* g E9 _ 0 when
 : w  . xu ª 0. Since E, E9 is a symmetric dual system, 0, u q 1 « is weakly0
U  . Ucompact and x u converges weakly to x for every i. Since u isi i i
U U .   ..continuous we have u x G lim u x u .i i i i
Let a ) 0. Then
U Uu x q a ¨ ) lim u x u .  . .i i i i i
and, without loss of generality, one may have
;u , p* u ? xU q a p* u ? ¨ G p* u ? xU u , .  .  .  .i i i
and therefore
U Up*x q a p*¨ G lim p* u x u . .  .i i i
Let
U Ua ª 0: p*x G lim p* u x u , ; i . .  .i i
It follows that
U Up*e s p* x G lim p* u x u s p*e .  . i i
i i
and hence,
U U; i , p*x s lim p* u x u s p*e . .  .i i i
 .  U .Now, let u x ) u x . Since u is weakly upper semicontinuous,i i i i i
 .  U  ..  .  . U  .u x ) u x u for u small enough and hence p* u x G p* u x u ,i i i i i i
which implies
U Up*x G lim p* u x u s p* ? x s p* ? e . .  .i i i i
The proof is therefore complete.
5. APPLICATION 2: CAPM
As we mentioned in the Introduction, the CAPM played a very impor-
tant role in finance literature although the problem of equilibrium exis-
w x w xtence was discussed only rather recently by Allingham 2 and Nielsen 18 .
5.1. The Model
There are S states of the world. A s-field S models agents' common
information on the set S of states of the world and P is either an objective
 .probability or agents' common subjective probability on S, S .
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The economy E is described as follows. There is only one good taken as
tradable numeraire at every state s. There are n agents. Agent i isÂ
2 . described by a consumption space X : L P we do not assume here thati
.X is finite dimensional , an endowment « , and a utility functioni i
u : X ª R assumed to be ``mean variance,'' in other words, there existsi i
x w  .   .  ..U : R = y r, q` ª R such that u z s U E z , var z , z g X , wherei i i i
 .  .E z and var z denote the expectation and variance of z. Let « s  «i i
denote the aggregate endowment.
We make the following assumptions:
2 .B1. X s Z, ; i, where Z is a closed subspace of L P ;i
 .B2. « g Z; E « s 1;i
1  .B3. ; i, U is strictly concave, C , U ?, y is increasing ; y g R ,i i q
 .while U x, ? is strictly decreasing ; x g R;i
 .B4. 1 g Z there exists a riskless asset .
2 .As Z is a closed subspace of L P , an asset price w being a continuous
linear form is identified by Riesz representation theorem with an element
 :of Z. We denote by x, y the dot product of x and y in Z. Given a price
w, the budget set of an agent i is defined by
 :  :B w s c g Z, w , c F w , « . 4 .i i i i
n .  .An equilibrium is a pair c, w g Z = Z with c s c , . . . , c such that1 n
 .  .  .a c maximizes u c subject to c g B w , for every i s 1, . . . , n,i i i i i
n .b  c s « .is1 i
In this example, H1, H2, and H3 are clearly satisfied and u is normi
continuous for every i s 1, . . . , n. In order to prove H4 and H5, let us
prove the following: Let
m
m <A s x s x , . . . , x g Z x s « , u x G u « ; i . .  .  .i m i i i i i 5
is1
PROPOSITION 7.
 .i A is norm bounded.
 .ii Hence H4 and H5 are fulfilled.
Proof. For every x g A, we have, ; i,
0 G u « y u x G U E « , var « E « y E x .  .  .  .  .  . .i i i i i1 i i i i
q U E « , var « var « y var x . 1 .  .  .  .  . .i2 i i i i
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Since U - 0 and having seti2
U E « , var « .  . .i2 i i
a s ,i U E « , var « .  . .i1 i i
we get
E x G a var « q E « \ m . .  .i i i i i
m  .  .Since  E x s E « s 1,is1 i
E x F 1 y m \ M . . i j i
j/i
 .Summing over i, it follows from 1 that
m m




var x F a var « \ li j j ia i js1
and
5 5 2 < < 2 < < 2x F l q max m , M , ; i . .i i i i
 .To prove ii , since u is norm continuous, for every i, A is norm closed.i
 2 2 .  2 2 .Hence A is s L , L compact. Since u is s L , L upper semi-continu-i
ous, U is compact; hence, H4 and H5 are fulfilled.
In the case of the CAPM, the hardest hypothesis to verify is H6. We
shall consider two cases.
5.2. There Exists a Riskless Asset
We assume:
B4. 1 g Z.
2  .  .Since for every z g L , u z q 1 ) u z and since u is norm continuous,i i i
 . 2P z is open and nonempty, for every z g L . Hence H6 is verified.i
 .It follows from Theorem 1 that there exists a quasiequilibrium x, w g
m  :  :Z = Z. Since « , w ) inf x, w s y`, ; i, the quasiequilibrium isi x g Z
an equilibrium. We therefore have the following result:
THEOREM 4. Under assumptions B1, B2, B3, and B4 there exists an
equilibrium.
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Assume further the following:
 .  .B29. « g Z, E « ) 0, ; i. « is not a constant; E « s 1.i i
Let H denote the span of 1 and « .
 .PROPOSITION 8. Assume B1, B29, B3 and B4. If c, w is an equilibrium,
n nq1 .then w g H and c g H . More precisely, there exist a, a , . . . , a g R1 n q
nq1 .  .  .and b, b , . . . , b g R such that ) w s ya« q b and )) c s a «1 n i i
q b for e¨ery i s 1, . . . , n.i
w x w  .For the proof, see Dana 9 . As is well known, )) is a mutual fund
 . xand ) is a version of the beta law.
5.3. There Does Not Exist a Riskless Asset
In this section, we assume:
B49. 1 f Z.
Let h denote the projection of 1 on Z.
PROPOSITION 9. Agent i's utility has a satiation point s s t h for t ) 0.i i i
  .  ..Proof. U E z , var z being concave, it has a maximum iff a h qi i
  . .   .  ..   .2b s y E s h s 0 with a s U E s , var s and b s U E s ,i i i i i1 i i i i2 i
 ..var s . Thus s is a satiation point iff there exists a t such that s s thi i i
  .  ..and the function t ª U tE h , var th has a maximum. Since U is con-i i
cave,
U tE h , var th F U 0, 0 q tE h U 0, 0 q t 2 var h U 0, 0 . .  .  .  .  .  .  . .i i i1 i2
  .  ..  .Thus, U tE h , var th ª y` as t ª .`, since U 0, 0 - 0. Thereforei i2
  .  ..U tE h , var th has a maximum. Since its derivative at t s 0 equalsi
 .  .E h U 0, 0 ) 0, the maximum is reached at t ) 0.i1 i
w xIn the spirit of Nielsen 19 , we add two more assumptions in order to
get H6:
B5. u « ) U 0, 0 . .  .i i i
yU 1, y 1 1 y E h .  .i2
B6. max y - with y s . 5U 1, y 2 E hi  .  .i1
PROPOSITION 10. Assume B1, B2, B3, B49, B5, and B6. Then H6 is
fulfilled.
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Proof. Let x g A. Then
0 G u « y u x ) U 0, 0 y U E x , var x .  .  .  .  . .i i i i i i i i
G yU 0, 0 E x y U 0, 0 var x , ; i . .  .  .i1 i i2 i
 .  .  .Hence E x ) 0, ; i. Since  E x s 1, 0 - E x - 1.i i i i
 .  .Next, we show that B6 implies that E t h s t E h ) 1. Indeed, B6 isi i
equivalent to
var h var h var h .  .  .
E h U 1, q 2 U 1, ) 0, ; i , . i1 i22 2 /  /E h .E h E h .  .
 .  .  ..   ..since var h s E h 1 y E h . This implies that at t s 1r E h , the
  . 2  ..   ..function U tE h , t var h is increasing. Thus t ) 1r E h and xi i i
cannot be a satiation point.
We therefore have:
THEOREM 5. Assume B1, B29, B3, B49, B5, and B6. Then there exists an
equilibrium.
Assume further the following:
 ..  .B20. « g Z, E « ) 0, ; i; « is not proportional to h; E « s 1.i i
Let H denote the span of h and « . Also using the same proof as in
 :  :Proposition 8, replacing 1, c by h, c , one gets a mutual fund resulti i
and a beta law:
 .PROPOSITION 11. Assume B1, B20, B3, B49, B5, and B6. If c, w is an
nequilibrium, then w g H9 and c g H9 . More precisely there exists
nq1 nq1 .  .  .a, a , . . . , a g R and b, b , . . . , b g R such that ) w s yac1 n q 1 n
 .q b and )) c s a « q b , ; i.i i i
6. COMPARISON WITH OTHER RESULTS
 .6.1. Concerning the assumption H4 which is the hardest to check , our
w x w xpaper is analogous to the those of Mas-Colell and Zame 16 , Cheng 4 ,
w xand Brown and Werner 3 . As we mentioned in Section 2, Chichilnisky
w xand Heal 7 gave a condition on the set of feasible allocations which they
call nonarbitrage, which ensures H4 and H5 are fulfilled. Unfortunately,
w x p  .  .Cheng 4 showed that, in L spaces, with separable utilities H¨ x m dti
with ¨ X bounded above, then the set of individually rational feasiblei
allocations is not p-norm bounded. In other words, the no-arbitrage
condition of Chichilnisky and Heal is not satisfied in that case.
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w x6.2. Our first result, Theorem 1, is more general than Cheng 4 or
w xChichilnisky-Heal 7, Theorem 1 since we do not assume that the con-
sumption sets are the whole space. It is very close to a result of Brown and
w xWerner 3 . However, we do not assume that agents' preferred sets have a
uniform direction of improvement and contain an open set around that
direction this assumption is implicit in the proof of Lemma 3 in the paper
w x.of Brown and Werner 3 . Our paper is more general than Chichilnisky
w x  .and Heal 7 . Indeed, their assumption R , which ensures that there exist
supporting process of P.O. allocations which do not approach 0 weakly, is
superfluous when the consumption set is the whole space and the utilities
are continuous. It follows from Remark 1 and Lemmas 4]6 of our paper
that such prices exist in that case.
6.3. Our second result without short-selling and strict positivity of the
. w xtotal resource is very close to Theorem 10.1 in Mas-Colell and Zame 16 ,
but we do not assume monotonicity of preferences nor uniform direction
of improvement of preferred sets.
6.4. Our third result without short-selling and nonstrict positivity of
. w xthe total endowment is also very close to the that of Mas-Colell 15 , but
Mas-Colell gave a separate proof for that case whereas we deduce it from
w xthe second result. We mention that Chichilnisky and Heal 7 also gave an
w xexistence result under a uniform version of Chichilnisky and Kalman's 8
w xcone condition. If properness and cone condition are equivalent 5 ,
uniform properness and uniform cone condition are not comparable.
 .Finally, observe that F-properness and cone condition or properness are
not comparable: cone condition at a point x is equivalent to the existence
of support plan at this point to its preferred set; F-properness does not
allow such a property.
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